
Global Awards for Social Justice and Citizen Action.

Inceptors, Creators and Architects of
THE JOY OF GIVING, One Billion Hungry & Karmaveer Chakra Awards with the UN, Right every Wrong, One Billion Rising, 

REX Karmaveer Global Fellowship, Swachh Bharat Mission and other global movements.

The coveted Karmaveer Chakra Awards were instituted by 
iCONGO (International Confederation of NGOs) in partnership with the UN (United Nations).



The Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship brings together
people from all walks of life, across age groups, from around

the world,  who are pursuing their passion by walking the path
less trodden and inspiring a mindset change in society and/or
are champions of change, who are making a difference in our
world with their simple and significant ideas for action. The

fellowship is celebrated at a 3-day CONCLiVE wherein fellows
get an opportunity to present their ideas for action and learn

from each other through Osmosis.

The Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship movement was incepted
and launched 20 years ago for getting people involved with
learning2learn, championing change, and becoming aware of
social issues that are plaguing our world and need our attention.

The Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship is a non-profit mission
powered by the Karmaveer Chakra award launched by the
International Confederation of NGOs (iCONGO) in partnership
with the United Nations (UN).

 Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship

& Its Background

www.rexideas.com

Read More About Our Mission, Vision and Value on:-

https://rexideas.com/about-rex-mission/
https://rexideas.com/about-rex/

https://rexideas.com/
https://rexideas.com/about-rex-mission/
https://rexideas.com/about-rex/


Anyone who demonstrates seriousness of intent towards any cause
and takes some simple steps to make a difference and be & lead the
change.

 Anyone who displays courage of conviction and initiative to
champion of change.

People who have the courage to stand up and speak out against any
and all wrongs.

People who decide to take a path less trodden  and not follow the
herd.

Who Can Be Our 

Rex Karmaveer Global Fellow

www.rexideas.com

People who are changing mindsets in our society and world by
pursuing their passion and chasing their dreams by doing

different, innovative, and alternative work in their life. 

(For example, people who have quit their jobs in the corporate,
media, NGOs, government, and armed forces and other

sectors to become Magicians, Medical Clowns, Writers, Artists,
Musicians, Youtubers, Coaches, Entrepreneurs, Farmers, Social

Media Influencers, etc. We call them our  
Missionary Passiopreneurs).

 

Read More on:-
https://rexideas.com/potential-fellows/

 People from any/every profession & vocation can be our fellow.

https://rexideas.com/
https://rexideas.com/potential-fellows/


To find potential Rex Karmaveer Global Fellows, you as our FICE
have to diligently research people and nominate them.

How to search Fellows

www.rexideas.com

You can source RKGF from the following sources 

Personal/Networking /
Reference Contacts

 (however this is just an indicative list)

Magazines &
 Newspaper

Different 
Social media platforms

T.V Shows

NGO Programmers and
seminars

https://rexideas.com/


Send out the introduction mail to the person identified, on
Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Email, SMS or another source of
contact. 

Within 1 week of intro mail, speak to the nominees about the
Fellowship and explain them as to why we want them as a fellow.
We ask them to accept the nomination. If they refuse, cut out
their name from the list and if it’s a yes send the nomination
mail. 

Wait for fellows to fill up the REX form (available on the website)
within 3 weeks of sending nomination mail. 

 After receiving the completed form, send them the confirmation
mail within 7 days. 

 Send them the VENUE details once we announce venue. 

Forward the GIFFFT appeal. 

 Once the payment is done, cross check and send a payment
confirmation mail alongwith tax saving receipt to our chosen Rex
Karmaveer Global Fellow. 

Nomination Process

www.rexideas.com

https://rexideas.com/


The Gift it Forward Future Fellowship Tree (GIFFFT)
endowment is for those who choose to inspire other
potential champions of change from all walks of life!

This is their opportunity to GIFT IT FORWARD and
impart the beautiful GIFTS of social consciousness,

self-awareness & responsiveness, freedom of
thought and action to other to become bigger and
better thought leaders. Rex Karmaveer GIFFFT is a
humble idea for ACTION, where chosen fellows are
welcomed to express their intent and commitment

to inspire Individual Responsibility (Social,
Economic, Political, Cultural) by contributing to the
Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowships for sustainability.
Start a great GIFFFT endowment mission to create a
long and lasting legacy and social impact. The JOY
OF GIVING will now get better and bigger with all

your collective spirit! 
 

Together as ONE we can RIGHT every WRONG

“Gift It Forward Future Fellowships Tree”

(GIFFFT) 

www.rexideas.com

Read More on:-

https://rexideas.com/rex-gifft/

https://rexideas.com/
https://rexideas.com/rex-gifft/


Since we are looking at large number of fellows and there will be a
group of people doing this process it is imperative that we follow a
set reporting procedure. 

It will be expected that each member churns at least 5 prospect
fellows every day and 35 prospects every week. In any day that
you are not able to work you can work more on any other day so as
to meet the desired target, which will also increase your earning
potential. 

The details of the last week fellows will be shared on Google doc
on each Monday.This will be checked for any duplication or any
corrections required. There will be a QUICK skype call on all
Tuesdays at a prefixed time (say 20:00 hrs). This is just to
coordinate any interventions required by the team. 

Should there be any other issues which are required to be
addressed urgently, it can be done any time during any other day.

This would enable each and all of our FICE to earn a minimum of   
 5 lakhs INR per annum and more if you also work on our Youth,
Educators, Student Storytelling, and several other fellowship
communities we are creating. 

Your earning potential is limitless based on the resourcefulness,
initiative and commitment you demonstrate to get things done
and make things happen. 

You can also grow within our ecosystem and someday we may
choose you as our co-founder to lead a community and mission on
your own.

Reporting Process

www.rexideas.com

https://rexideas.com/


SUCCESS FEE

www.rexideas.com

Though it is voluntary work, one will be working in their
own time, we want to incentivise the same.

In that spirit following will be the success fee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The success fees will be paid every month. 
 

There is a huge earning potential for anyone who will
work with commitment, consistency and competently
to reach out to fellows, nominate them, and act with

solid Character to follow-through on the 
nomination process.

Upto 50 fellows p.a*

50 - 100 Fellows p.a*

100- 150 Fellows p.a* 

150-200 Fellows p.a*

200+ Fellows p.a* 

12.5 % on all

15% on all

10 % on all

25% on all

20% on all

*(p.a - per annum) 

https://rexideas.com/
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